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photogrpaher interview with chris stratton at what age did you get interested in photography and in railways?
railway pioneering: my fifty-eight years as a railway man - queensland railways, lady bowen, wife of the
then governor of queensland, turned the first sod and also, about six months later, drove the first spike on the
first sleeper that was spiked by her ladyship. although in itself a very simple matter, the spiking marked the
commencement of trials and struggles of a primitive and isolated colony of vast dimensions settled by a
population of some few ... :c - parliament of nsw - and ea~tern suburus railway-country railways ... can
remember the time when the federal labour party when in office was trying to get power to fix prices. it put
before the people in country distticts the argument that if it got power to fix prices it would be able to fix such
a price for wheat that the farmer would be able to rely upon getting a good ·return. at the same time it told the
... wheat silos of nsw - university of wollongong - wheat silos of nsw abstract my association with silos
goes back to my early childhood. from my bed as a five-year-old i had a view of the town silos a short block
away. railway level crossing safety - qut - research - railway level crossing safety • in australia between
the period of 2002-2012, ... • remember that trains can come from both sides and can be hidden by another
train. • never enter a crossing (i.e. never go beyond the stop line on the road) if you cannot exit the crossing at
the time you enter it. never stop or park on a level crossing. • never reverse onto or over the crossing. it is ...
lachlan river hillston floodplain management plan lake ... - can remember, oh! so well, when the lachlan
it was flooded and for twelve months never fell. we seldom see the township, the distance is too far, if you
dare to cross that water ten to one you’ll bog your car. some roads are back to normal and some are not quite
so; a few belated crusoes get out where they can row. we made the trip into the town, our mileage it was
doubled; it wasn’t like ... find out your rights in nsw - lacextraaid.nsw - nsw police powers | questions 5
remember! police work can be dangerous hard to do. police do have a lot of power. they want to keep you
safe. if t history welcome to cowra rail heritage centre - the first depot was opened in 1886 when the
line reached cowra from harden and served the town for 37 years before lack of space forced the move. at its
peak the depot had 118 full-time employees, was the operational home for up to 20 locomotives and boasted
award winning gardens. as district rail services declined the depot fell into disrepair during the 1970’s and was
finally closed by the ... *bh layouts orig - nsw migration heritage centre - and railways ... i remember
during the depression the miners used to march with the red flag in argent street and ﬁnish up at the trades
hall. they were given some food: vegetables, cabbages, cauliﬂowers and a few other things just to live. i
remember those days. paul sultana i said to joe, ʻwe have to work long hours, so weʼll work togetherʼ. i did all
the work when joe was not around ...
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